The Lady and the Unicorn
The Unicorn Is Penned
How to play

Cartzzles are pictures you must first piece together by laying cards on top of each other (with or without the template, depending on your dedication). Then, start again, using challenges this time!

This box contains 2 Cartzzles over 50 cards (one on the front of the cards, the other on the back):

- The Lady and the Unicorn (front)
- The Unicorn Is Penned (back).

The game also contains:

- 1 template card
- 1 Challenge card for The Lady and the Unicorn
- 1 Challenge card for The Unicorn Is Penned
- 1 Help card & this How to play card

To succeed, you’ll need to be gentle above all!
A few words of advice

• Some elements differ from card to card (either by nature, color or shape), even if they should go in the same place? This is normal!

• You feel a some cards overlap in a weird way during your first attempt? Not too bad... if you can stand the weirdness, that is.

• Check every single detail to find the best angle to lay your card.

• Train your dexterity and try to find techniques to lay the cards, to hold them, and to slide them very delicately. You can also play on a game mat for maximum efficiency.
Flanders, circa 1500.

You weave a tapestry that will be one of the most famous of its kind, and will remain so for centuries. Alas, you will be forgotten and your work will be credited to that “unknown artist” person... This tapestry has been hard to complete already!

**Challenges:**

For each challenge, start from scrap.

1. Start by recreating the picture with all 50 cards. Ignore any troublesome overlapping.

2. Start again... This time, **only one dog** should appear!
3. Forget about dogs, their ilk and their number alike. However, the right title of the tapestry should be spelt clearly: À Mon Seul Désir ("To My Sole Desire")

4. Let’s focus now on long-ears. Weave the tapestry again, and show exactly 5 rabbits. No more, no less!

5. Oh you’re right. Those animals are rad. Now weave the tapestry again. It should show 11 rabbits exactly!

6. Now for the quintessential tapestry, weave it one last time! Have its title perfectly legible, AND with exactly 3 dogs and 5 rabbits.
As a modern-day New York weaver, you must restore this extraordinary tapestry back to its original state. The soft touch of wool and silvery and golden silk soothes you. You know it by heart, and yet... every day, things seem to appear and disappear on the textile. But you’re no one’s fool. You must remake the entire work for each challenge.

**Challenges:**

1\textsuperscript{st} day: make the tapestry with all 50 cards. Do not pay attention to anything else.

2\textsuperscript{nd} day: so... dragonflies have all vanished into the night? Oh, no, there is just one. A lone dragonfly left!
3rd day: Oh. Today, it’s the butterflies’ turn... There’s only one butterfly.

4th day: What happened? Where do all these rabbits come from? It’s as if they moved through the cards, from another dimension! One, two, three... Wait... That’s a total of 15 little rabbits that can be seen!

5th day: By Jove! What are these devilish beasts doing? No rabbit is to be seen, but there’s one butterfly and one dragonfly, this time!
Want to know more?

Head to our website to learn things about the Soul of unicorns and tapestry...

www.jeux-opla.fr/cartzzle/la-dame-a-la-licorne

Lost in the picture?
Would you like some help? We hid a few tips and solutions on the game’s website, if you use the right password:

The Lady and the Unicorn: amonseuldesir
The Unicorn Is Penned: freelicorne
Want to know more?

More Cartzzles